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More acclaim for Women Courageous: Leading through the
Labyrinth.

Courageous leadership and heroism often come with an
unconscious bias as “masculine” traits. Women Coura-
geous: Leading Through the Labyrinth is a major
contribution toward the recognition of the extraordi-
nary courage, leadership, and heroism of women every
day. Many of the chapter authors did not realize their
roles as courageous leaders, but this very fact speaks to
their often-overlooked contributions, and helps other
women recognize the depth of their own courage.

— Allan Combs, PhD, Author of Thomas Berry,
Dreamer of the Earth; Changing Visions, etc.

Professor of Transformative Studies
California Institute for Integral Studies

The authors challenge the reader to deepen and expand
the definition of courage as they present compelling stories
of crisis and opportunity across personal, interpersonal,
social group, and organizational contexts.Women Coura-
geous is emergent reading for women and men.

— Kevin Kane, EdD,
Creighton University

Women Courageous invites practitioners and scholars
to into their stories of courage, vulnerability, and in
some cases triumph. This is not a “how to” book but
instead, a welcome companion for women who journey
through the labyrinth. These stories remind us that
sometimes courage roars, but more frequently courage
is that steady heartbeat to try again tomorrow.

— Leah Georges, PhD,
Creighton University

In a world where so much of leadership seems driven by
the cowardice of excessive self-interest, Women Coura-
geous: Leading through the Labyrinth proves that



courage is the element that can change the world. In a
packed field of women’s leadership books that argue for
the mere equality of women leaders, this book breaks
through that ceiling by revealing the innate courage of
women leaders—and not by arguing the point, but
through compelling stories of some of the most coura-
geous women in the world. The authors that share their
stories in Women Courageous: Leading through the
Labyrinth help us see the world through the eyes of
courageous women—a rare blessing for all readers.
The global character of the authors of Women Coura-
geous: Leading through the Labyrinth handily reveals
how the important elements of leadership are broadly
cross cultural.

— Thomas A. Kolditz, PhD,Brigadier General, USA (ret)
Author of Leadership Reckoning: Can Higher Education

Develop the Leaders We Need?
Founding Director, Ann & John Doerr Institute for

New LeadersDirector,
Doerr Institute for New Leaders

Rice University

This is a major contribution to our understanding of
real women leading across the globe and the role
courage can play in a VUCA world where there are
many challenges that at times go unforeseen. The “real”
stories provide a true picture of the amazing capacity
and perseverance at the core of each woman. For prac-
titioners, scholars and leaders everywhere, this book
expands our current paradigms about leadership,
while deepening our understanding about the cultural
context from to lead. Leading in a volatile world does
require courage, and with this, courageous women!

— Almarie E. Donaldson, PhD,
Associate Professor of Leadership

Indiana Wesleyan University

The authors of Women Courageous use powerful stor-
ies to convey and contextualize leadership by women



through the labyrinth of life. Each chapter guides the
reader through applicable leadership concepts and the-
ories that come alive in every engaging personal story.
This book is a must read for those who study and
practice leadership.

— Gill Robinson Hickman, PhD,
Professor Emerita, Jepson School of Leadership Studies

University of Richmond

Women Courageous has its foundation fascinating and
powerful women’s stories from around the globe. It
doesn’t stop there. The authors analyze the stories
using research theories and in doing so bring deeper
learning from the stories. Each chapter is structured just
like good teaching. It begins with key takeaways and an
introduction, tells the story, introduces relevant the-
ories, and helps the reader internalize the learning.
Consequently, lessons from these courageous women
will stay with readers for a very long time.

— Susan M. Fritz,
Executive Vice President and Provost and the Dean of the

Graduate College at the University of Nebraska

This is a great read, particularly for those who feel that
the glass ceiling is virtually impenetrable. The stories of
women who have overcome significant challenges in
forging their own path of influence and purpose are
captivating. Their demonstrable courage and leadership
are an inspiration for the many women—young and
old—who find themselves needing to draw on their
own reservoirs of strength in the pursuit of personal
and professional goals, and in service to others.

— Pauline van der Meer Mohr,
Supervisory Board Chair and Deputy Chair of EY

Netherlands and DSM N.V. respectively,
Independent non-executive director, HSBC



This book is a treasure! Its tales of courage are original
and inspiring. It is, however, not only a book about
overcoming adversity. It’s about the courage to be fully
alive—to say yes to life!

— Grant Ashfield,
CEO LeadershipWorks

South Africa

This very timely and uplifting collection of stories
inspires people and women worldwide to lead through
their careers and their lives with passion, conviction,
courage and purpose—a must-read for anyone navi-
gating the complexity of managing oneself, others and
organisations.

— Eric Cornuel, PhD,
Professor, General Director, and CEO of European
Foundation for Management Development (EFMD)

When you read this book you accept an invitation to
witness beautifully told journeys of remarkable, yet
deeply human women. As much as this book is about
them, it is a book for all of us. Their accounts inspire
not only reflection, but the mindset and heartset that we
need to encourage us to take our next steps forward.

— Professor Nicola Kleyn, DBA,
Dean of Executive Education
Executive Director RSM B.V.

Rotterdam School of Management
Erasmus University
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In memory of Professor Dianne Bevelander, a lioness of women’s
empowerment and fierce advocate of gender equity, even while

fighting a battle for her own life. She will be missed.

For my beautiful daughters PK and JAX and my very
courageous mom Barbara.
Peace and Love always.

Jennifer Moss Breen, PhD
Creighton University

I would like to dedicate this book to all the women in my life – each
being amazing, unique, and deeply cherished by me. Specifically,
my sister Wilma – a beacon of light in a dark tunnel. My wonderful
daughters Arianne and Mariq! My timeless girlfriends – you know
who you are. And to my female colleagues – may we tower in

mutual connection and strength.
Madeleine van der Steege
Webster Leiden Campus

The Netherlands

To all women who believe they are “just doing what is necessary”
and don’t know that we see you and your courage making this

world more bearable and beautiful.
Suzanne Stigler Martin, PhD

transform.

To all the brave women in Fire & EMS. You inspire me with your
dedication, your strength, your beauty, your ability to get the job
done despite the obstacles often deliberately put in your way, and

your commitment to flow-based leadership.
Judith L. Glick-Smith, PhD

MentorFactor, Inc.
The Center for Flow-Based Leadership�
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